SEE HOW
BELOVED IS
CHANGING LIVES
ON FORMED

“This session helped me truly understand
marriage, and made me fall in love with my
husband all over again. It would be so nice if
all couples watched this; it would help them
truly understand what love and marriage is all
about. They would learn what God says about
marriage and have a better perspective.”
—Yvonne, WA
“Men, watch this prior to marriage!”

“The video provided great topics that every
couple can reflect on.”
—Christina, CA
“This was really nice to be reminded of the work
we must do to support one another after we say
‘I do’!”
—Stephanie, NY

“Enriching! This provided a deeper insight into
loving as Christ loved, and offered practical
perspectives for my marriage,
“This came at just the right time
family, and community life.”
as we prepare to get married!”
—Ignatius, Singapore
“A
WONDERFUL
—Ogonna, AL
TOOL FOR DATING,
“Truly amazing video! My
ENGAGED, NEWLY
“This series is such a wonderful
husband is from a different
MARRIED, OR
tool for dating, engaged, newly
religion, which I thought would
OLDER FOLKS!”
married, or older folks! It gives
make this complicated. We
a straightforward explanation
watched this together, and he is
of the reason God designed
open to watching more to help
marriage, and it gives us all the
rebuild our marriage.”
hope that we can have successful and joyful
—Crystal, NS
marriages in a society with such a high divorce
rate. I’m highly encouraging my young adult
“I’m so blessed to have found and watched
children to watch it! Thank you to our parish for
your documentary! I hope to share this with my
offering this. So needed, especially today!”
family and friends.”
—Julie, FL
—Jan, CA
—Craig, FL

“This sets the stage for great lessons on
“A great explanation about how marriage is a
marriage. Both my husband and I really enjoyed
mission to grow in holiness and to practice the
it. Very informative and practical. Length of the
same love Jesus has for the Church. We are
program was just right. Held both our attentions.
blessed to have found FORMED.”
Caused us to pause and think about our
—Jorge, CA
marriage of thirty-three years.
Very nice audio and visuals.”
“What a beautiful reminder of
—Susan, IN
how marriage strengthens
“THESE GET BETTER
and heals us, giving us hope
AS YOU WATCH EACH
“Loved this one! Great stories!
and joy!”
ONE! SO INSPIRING
What a great message on love
—Dawna, OR
AND ENCOURAGING.”
and being in full unity with
your spouse!”
“So beautiful! The first
—Angie, KS
session perfectly illustrated
God’s intent for love in marriage, and how to
“These get better as you watch each one! So
understand how God intended love to be.”
inspiring and encouraging! Session Three gives
—Lise, FL
very practical explanations of how to live out
your day-to-day vows. Such great explanations
“I really liked the part in the video where they
and relatable personal testimonies.”
discuss commitment. To be in the long haul with
—Janet, LA
someone is exactly what God does for you. God
is always there for you, and to be there for your
“So true and relevant!”
spouse in the same way is what God wants.”
—Paul, GA
—David, PA
“Amazing stories. ‘An exterior sign of an interior
grace instituted by Christ, in order to unite you
more closely with him.’ I loved that.”
—Samantha, FL
“A compelling, convicting checklist for the easily
distracted and oblivious.”
—Jed, PA
“Amazing!”
“So well done!”

—Veronica, WA
—Delia, NY

“A very inspirational look at marriage.”

—Gen, PA

“I love the truth and beauty that this video
showed about the Sacrament of Marriage!”
—Ashley, IA

“This lifted our relationship to a whole new level.”
—Alexander, CO
“This video shared some very important
information on how to build a blessed family.”
—Ana, FL
“So much wonderful information. I’m super glad
we were able to watch this together and hear
others’ stories!”
—Samantha, ON
“Every couple should watch this video! I now
understand how we contribute to God’s plan
through our love and matrimony.”
—Lisa, NY
“This explained the meaning of loving one
another, and the important factors of a
marriage.”
—Ulises, WA

“My eyes have been opened after watching
these videos. Hearing the couples tell their
stories of past experiences and listening to
how they have grown gave me reassurance—
knowing you will be able to get through it with
the grace of God. Every couple should watch!”
—Aaron, OK
“Discovering this has truly been
a blessing!”
—Lisa, VA

“To understand commitment is to understand
God’s purpose in marriage. To understand is a
lifetime of learning through God’s Word.”
—Donna, MO
“Happy this is available!”

“WE NEED
EVERYONE THAT’S
MARRIED TO WATCH
THIS AND THEN
SPREAD THE NEWS.”

“My fiancé and I really felt a
deep connection to the Session
One video. We really started
to view marriage as something
more than what we had initially
thought it was! A definite must-see for all
couples who are married or are thinking about
fulfilling the Sacrament of Marriage!”
—Cassidy, IN

“We need everyone that’s married to watch this
and then spread the news. This is the only true
way to make a difference.”
—Derek, IN
“As a newlywed wife, I am happy that there is
a series that helps me understand more about
the real purpose of having a partner and the
true meaning of marriage.”
—Lizette, Arabia

—Gardiner, ON

“This talk puts the meaning of
marriage in right order.”
—Vicki, CO
“This video is very inspirational,
even for me . . . and I’ve been
married for twenty-three years!”
—Suzette, WA

“Very inspiring, motivational, an eye-opener.
This makes me want to go out to tell all those
marriages in trouble that they need God.”
—Charmaigne, LA
“Married couples have a happier life than
those who are single or divorced. If you want
to deeply understand marriage, watch this
beautiful movie.”
—Peter, CA

